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CRUDE. ARROGANT. A**HOLE.No doubt about it, Sebastian â€˜Ozâ€™ Osborne is the

universityâ€™s most celebrated student athleteâ€”and possibly the biggest douchebag. A walking,

talking clichÃ©, he has a filthy mouth, a fantastic body, and doesnâ€™t give a sh*t about what you

or anyone else thinks. SMART. CLASSY. CONSERVATIVE.Make no mistake, Jameson Clarke may

be the universityâ€™s most diligent studentâ€”but she is no prude. Spending most of her time in the

hallowed halls of the library, James is wary of pervs, jocks, and douchebagsâ€”and Oz Osborne is

all three.Sheâ€™s smart, sarcasticâ€”and not what he expected. â€¦EVERY DOUCHBAG HAS HIS

WEAKNESS.He wants to be friends.He wants to spend time with her.He wants to drive her

crazy.He wantsâ€¦Her.
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5 Laugh-Out-Loud StarsHow to Date a Douchebag...From the title, I knew that this would be a book

that would most definitely have me rolling on the floor laughing my butt off. It was definitely an

attention grabber from me and I knew as soon as I saw the little advertisement on Facebook, I HAD

TO HAVE IT! Reading definitely has its ups and downs and it's books like this one that add a little

laughter to break up the seriousness of other novels.This book is basically about misconceptions

people make about other based on their appearances. Oz finds this out first hand when he makes



some assumptions about the girl studying a couple tables away in the library. And yet the same

could be said for James, although a lot of her misconceptions were pretty spot on about Oz, he just

grew out of some of them throughout the novel. The phrase "don't judge a girl by her cardigan"

definitely resonates through the characters and plot as they find out that not everyone behaves as

they look and sometimes those that look like prudes might not be so inclined.What was really great

about this book was the relationships between the characters. Oz is the typical jock douchebag that

everyone kind of expects, and no one more than himself. And yet once he starts to hang out with

James, he finds that he doesn't quite fit the role he always has placed himself in. And the thing that

drags Oz in is James's blunt yet witty humor as she finds herself in the path of Oz on several

different occasions. These two come together with fireworks as their opposing personalities often

end with one of the two upset or fired up.This book was everything that it promised to be...AND

MORE!

How to Date a Douchebag by Sara NeyOmg this book was sooooooo much pure FUN!!! I literally

laughed and snorted the whole way through! How to Date a Douchebag is a fantastic college sports

romance (my fave) with some awesome characters, some of whom you'll love, some you'll love to

hate and will roll your eyes at, and some that'll make you think 'oh I totally know someone exactly

like that'!Oz and James meet when the big, beefy, deliciously sexy captain of the wrestling team Oz

is dared by his friends to get the prissy, pearl necklace and cardigan wearing Jameson to give him a

kiss in the library of all places! From word go, James had no tolerance for Oz's b.s. and let's him

know it every chance she gets. While there is definitely some heat from their first meeting, they

instead form an interesting friendship as Oz isn't really capable of emotional attachments and

James just doesn't want to get hurt.The chemistry between Oz and James is so freaken obvious

from the word go and the banter between them is hilarious! They each give as good as they get and

it was nice watching them find their way. I was fully prepared at one stage to write the author hate

mail (that's a joke) but she's safe. For now. She should totally watch her back though.Oz is a bit of

an ass when it comes to girls and what he can get out of them, but he's actually an admirable

person. I wasn't expecting the reasoning behind his career choices for the future and was thus

pleasantly surprised. There's definitely more to him than meets the eye. I think if I have one problem

-if you can call it that -is that I would've liked a bit more background on Jameson.

I have been anticipating this book since we learned of the title, (seriously, how awesome is that

title?) and my need to read it has only increased with every teaser Sara Ney shared (rude



much?).Sebastian â€˜Ozâ€™ Osborne quickly became an endearing douchebag. For me, what I

loved most about Oz, besides his sarcastic and dirty humor (one scene literally had me bothered in

the best way but also laughing my ass off) was the fact that he didn't change after meeting

Jameson. He didn't do a 180 and suddenly had a whole new and different personality, I really liked

that. I believe that love, real love doesn't change who you are or your personality, it should only

enhance who you are and make you have the best version of you.I feel like that is what happened

between Oz and James, they were good for each, because they didn't try and change one another,

they accepted who the other person is. Though, what I love that they did for each other was to push

the other out of their comfort zone.James also helped Oz, she allowed him to be who he is and

eventually figure out that he was the relationship type and he didn't have to be another person in

order to be in one. Oz really matured when it came to his emotions.... most of the time.I related so

much with Jameson, the sarcasm, sass, and her sense of loss in regards to living her life to the

fullest. I felt like she could be me or at least be a person I could imagine myself befriending. She

really got to me and even though this book had a lot of comedic elements and scenes, it also had

it's deep moments, where it hit you right in the feels.The banter and dialogue bwetween the

characters were on point, I instantly fell in love with both their personalities.
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